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Abstract
This paper stresses the importance of designing efficient
embedded software and it provides a global view of some of
the techniques that have been developed to meet this goal.
These techniques include high-level transformations, compiler optimizations reducing the energy consumption of embedded programs and optimizations exploiting architectural
features of embedded processors. Such optimizations lead
to significant reductions of the execution time, the required
energy and the memory size of embedded applications. Despite this, they can hardly be found in any available compiler.

1. Introduction
Embedded systems are information processing systems,
which are embedded into enclosing, larger products. Examples of embedded systems include information processing
systems in cars, trains, airplanes, factories, communication
equipment and consumer electronics. Embedded systems
can be characterized by a number of common characteristics:

 The user is frequently not aware of this information
processing, since embedded systems are not using
well-known keyboards, mice and screens as their user
interface. This characteristic has led to the term “the
disappearing computer”.
 Embedded systems have to be dependable. Dependability includes the notions of reliability (the system
should not break), maintainability (repairs should be
easy), safety (it should not harm anyone) and security
(it should keep private information private).
 Embedded systems are dedicated systems. This
means: they are designed for a particular application
or a small set of applications. Expandability is less an
issue.

 Most embedded systems consist of a combination of
special purpose hardware (which is necessary for the
particular application) and processors and software.
The latter is used to meet the flexibility requirements
found for almost all of today’s applications.
 Many embedded systems are real-time systems, i.e.
they have to meet real-time constraints.
 Portable systems are an important sub-class of embedded systems.
 Embedded systems have to be efficient. Efficiency
concerns a number of different aspects:
– Portable systems have to be energy efficient, due
to the slow progress in battery technology.
– Energy efficiency is an issue in general, due
to the increasing performance requirements and
cooling problems.
– Embedded systems software should be compact
(should have a small “memory footprint”). Embedded systems almost never come with large
discs and space and size constraints also do not
allow large memories.
– Embedded software should be run-time efficient.
If processor cycles are waisted, for example due
to inefficient compilation, then faster processors
are required in order to meet performance constraints. These are more expensive and require
more electrical power.
Unfortunately, current design technology does, in
many cases, result in efficient designs. Many compilers generate inefficient code [18], leading to a situation in which assembly language programming is being used [14]. The situation is slowly changing for
standard DSP processors, but new problems are popping up with new VLIW processors. Software generation from higher-level specifications (for example in
State-Charts or UML) is in an immature state.

These problems are not expected to disappear because
of improvements in fabrication technology. Limited
availability of energy and high performance requirement will impose tight constraints on the design technology. One result of these constraints is that compilers will be required which exploit the architectural
features of such processors.
In the following, we will describe optimizations which
aim at solving the problem of inefficient software. The
results that will be presented provide a global view of the
work performed in the embedded systems group at the University of Dortmund. In section 2 we will motivate the focus on C as the specification language. In section 3.1, we
will provide an overview over techniques which can be applied before any compiler is used. In section 3.2. We will
describe new techniques aiming at reducing the power consumption of embedded systems l. In section 3.3, we will
provide a brief view on optimizations for digital signal processing. Section 3.4 is dedicated towards techniques for exploiting architectural features of modern embedded processors. Network processors will be briefly touched in section
3.5. Section 4 will contain conclusions.

2. Why focus on C?
There have been numerous discussions about the appropriateness of certain specification techniques and there have
been many proposals for advanced specifications techniques
and there have also been many proposals for advanced specification languages. An important observation is the following: Most existing design methodologies, if not based on
assembly languages, use C as a specification language or
use C as intermediate step. Fig. 1 is a graphical representation of the current situation.
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Figure 1. C in the context of specifications
Specifications in State-Chart-based languages as well as
SDL specifications are first translated into C, before binary
machine programs are generated. UML-based approaches
typically need to be complemented with executable languages such as C++ or SDL and are also using C as an

intermediate step. All these approaches cannot result in efficient code, unless the problem of efficiently translating C to
machine languages is solved. Methodologies based on Java
sometimes avoid C as an intermediate language. However,
they do also benefit from efficient compilation technologies.
For that reason, we will focus on efficient translation techniques from C in this paper. Of course, this does not mean
that we do not need new tools and techniques for other languages.

3. Optimization techniques
3.1 High-level optimization techniques
Many software programs have not been written with
maximum efficiency in mid. This applies especially to standards. For example, standards like the MPEG-2 standard
use double precision floating point numbers, although this
precision is actually not needed. The main reason is that the
standards are intended just to serve as a reference specification. In other cases, arrays are much larger than required.
This situation has led to the proposal of the so-called software washing machine [12]. The idea is that tools are required which remove all the “dirt” from the software. Our
paper can be seen as a contribution in this direction.
First of all, we will present some high-level techniques.
Currently, most of these are not available in any compiler
and they will probably not be available in the majority of
future compilers.
3.1.1 Array folding
Frequently, only small portions of a arrays are needed at any
point in time. Hence, large arrays can be mapped to much
smaller arrays (see fig. 2).

Figure 2. Array folding
Techniques for this have been studied in detail in the
context of the data transfer and storage exploration (DTSE)
project at IMEC [1].
3.1.2 Loop splitting
Splitting loops into two can have a number of advantages.
For example, some processors provide zero-overhead loop

(ZOL) instructions for loops of a limited size. Some loops
may have to be split into two to take advantage of ZOLs.
Loop splitting normally does not change the code of the
loop body.
However, an extended form of loop splitting does allow
modifying the loop body. Frequently, loop bodies contain
if-statements and the tests performed by these statements
can be simplified by separating out a few of the common
cases. Margin handling with large arrays is an example of
this. Many image algorithms use information in the immediate neighborhood of a pixel in order to improve the quality of the image. Special code is required at image borders,
where such neighbourghs do not exist. It is then a good idea
to split the loops in one which handles image borders and
one which handles the remaining pixels.
Automatic detection of cases, in which loops should be
split and the code adjusted accordingly, has been implemented by Falk [4]. His method is based upon a complex
analysis of iterator spaces. Some results are shown in fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Reduction of the run-time of 3
benchmarks by a automatic loop splitting and
by simplification of loop bodies

3.1.3 Other forms of high level transformations
Other forms of high-level transformations have been analyzed in the ADOPT project at IMEC [3]. Also, Benini et
al. describe the effect of some high-level transformations
[2]. There are many additional contributions in this domain
in the compiler community.

3.2 Energy-aware compilation
Many embedded systems are mobile systems which have
to run on batteries. While computational demands on mo-

bile systems are increasing, battery technology is expected
to improve only slowly. Hence, the availability of energy
is a serious bottleneck for new applications. Energy and
power are closely related, since the latter is the time-integral
of the former. Hence, techniques for saving energy are also
frequently called low-power design techniques, even though
a minimum energy design does not need to be the one which
consumes a minimum amount of power. In this paper, emphasis is on saving energy.
Saving energy can be done at various levels, including
the fabrication process technology, the device technology,
circuit design, the operating system and the application algorithms. Adequate translation from algorithms to machine
code can also help. High-level optimization techniques such
as the ones presented in section 3.1 do also reduce the energy consumption. In this section, we will look at compiler
optimizations which can reduce the energy consumption.
Power models are very essential ingredients of all power optimizations. Using these, the following compiler optimizations have been used for reducing the energy consumption:

 Energy-aware scheduling: the order of machine instructions can be changed as long as the meaning of
the program does not change. This optimization can
be performed on the output generated by a compiler
and therefore does not require any change to the compiler.
 Energy-aware instruction selection: typically, there are
different instruction sequences for implementing the
same source code. In a standard compiler, the number of instructions or the number of cycles is used as a
criterion (cost function) for selecting a good sequence.
This criterion can be replaced by the energy consumed
by that sequence. Steinke and others found that lowpower instruction selection reduces the energy consumption by some percent.
 Replacing the cost function is also possible for other
standard compiler optimizations, such as register
pipelining, loop invariant code motion etc. Possible
improvements are also in the order of a few percent.
 Exploitation of the memory hierarchy:
Smaller memories provide faster access and consume
less energy per access. Figs. 4 and 5 show the access
time and the energy required per access as a function
of the size of the memory [15]. The same behavior can
be observed for larger memories.
Therefore, using a memory hierarchy does not only
improve the average memory access time, but it also
reduces the energy consumption. Commonly used
caches, however, are not the ideal components. Set
associative and associative caches require accesses to
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tags. These accesses consume energy. This energy
increases with the set size and is largest for a fully
associative cache. In contrast, scratch pad memories
(SPMs) are mapped into the address space of the system. They can be accessed by just using the appropriate addresses. As a result, accesses to SPMs require
just a fraction of the energy required for caches (see
fig. 6).
Compilers can be designed such that the most frequently accessed variables and code segments are
mapped to the SPM. This mapping can be a one-toone mapping. An integer programming model leading
to such a mapping was presented by Steinke et al. [16].
Results are shown in fig. 7.
Obviously, larger scratch pad memories lead to a reduced energy consumption in the main memory. Also,
the energy required in the processor is also reduced,
since less wait cycles are required. Supply voltages
have been assumed to be constant.
As can be seen from fig. 7, substantial savings are possible. In all the cases observed by Steinke, the energy
savings enabled by memory hierarchies are the largest.
Code can also be dynamically copied into the SPM,
resulting in a many-to-one mapping. An integer pro-
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gramming model reflecting this more general optimization problem was also proposed by Steinke [5].
Using this more general model, the energy gain can be
increased.

3.3 Compilation techniques for digital signal processing
Many embedded systems include digital signal processing (DSP). DSP applications can be very efficiently implemented using special DSP processors. Such processors contain a number of specialized functions. These include [13]:

 special DSP instructions, such as multiply/add instructions,
 special addressing modes such as modulo addressing,
 saturating arithmetic,
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Figure 8. Using 64 bit registers for packed
data structures
Arithmetic units can be designed such that they suppress
carry bits at data type boundaries. Multimedia instruction
sets exploit this fact by supporting operations on packed
data types. This way, speed-ups of up to about eight over
non-packed data types are possible. Data types are typically
stored in packed form in memory. Unpacking and packing
and packing is avoided if arithmetic operations on packed
data types are used. Furthermore, multimedia instructions
provide a more efficient form of overflow handling than
standard instructions. Hence, the overall speed-up achieved
with multimedia instructions can be significantly larger than
the factor of eight enabled by operations on packed data
types.
Frequently, however, packed data types are not supported
by compilers and their use is therefore restricted to assembly language routines. In order to fully support packed data
types, compilers must be able to automatically convert operations in loops to operations on packed data types. It is
necessary not to ignore this potential for generating efficient software. Compiler algorithms exploiting operations
on packed data types are extensions of vectorizing algorithms, originally developed for supercomputers.
VLIW (very long instruction word) architectures contain
a major number of functional units which can operate in parallel. Parallelism is explicit at the instruction set level and
the compiler is responsible for explicitly describing the parallelism. Moving the responsibility for identifying the parallelism to the compiler avoids the hardware overhead that
is necessary for identifying parallelism in hardware. Hence,
VLIW processors can perform more useful computations
per mm2 of silicon than super-scalar processors. Compared
to such processors, VLIW processors can also frequently
run with decreased clock frequencies and still meet the time
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Registers and arithmetic units of many modern architectures are 64 bits wide. Therefore, two 32 bit data types, four
16 bit data types or eight 8 bit data types can be packed into
a single register (see fig. 8).
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3.4 Compilation techniques for multimedia processors and VLIW
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New optimization techniques take advantage of these
features [9].

constraints, due to the parallelism exploited. Decreased
clock frequencies, in turn, allow reducing the power supply voltage and thereby saving power.
Parallel execution in VLIW architectures requires the
availability of a large number of arguments in the same
clock cycle. Multi-port memories containing a sufficient
amount of ports are extremely expensive and also tend to
being slow. Hence, modern VLIW architectures use partitioned register files. For example, the C6xx processor family from Texas Instruments includes two register files. Functional units are attached to each of the register files. The
compiler is in charge of mapping operations to one of the
functional units. Algorithms performing this mapping have
been proposed [10, 6].
As an example, we are considering the M3-DSP processor [11]. The M3-DSP processor is a VLIW processors containing (up to) 16 parallel data paths. These data paths are
connected to a group memory, providing the necessary arguments in parallel (see fig. 9).

Data−path 0

 separate address generation units.

Figure 9. M3-DSP (simplified)
Automatic parallelization of loops for the M3-DSP requires the use of vectorization techniques [7, 8]. With such
vectorization techniques, significant speedups (compared to
the case of sequential operations) has been achieved (see
fig. 10). For application dot product 2, the size of the vectors was too small to lead to a speedup and no vectorization
should be performed. The number of cycles can be reduced
by 94 % for benchmark example if vectorization is combined with zero-overhead-loop detection.

3.5 Compilation techniques for network processors
Network processors are a new type of processors. They
are optimized for high-speed Internet applications. Their instruction sets comprise numerous instructions for accessing
and processing bit fields in streams of information. Typ-
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ically, they are programmed in assembly languages, since
their throughput is of utmost importance. Nevertheless, network protocols are becoming more and more complex and
designing compilers for such processors makes sense. The
necessary bit-level details have been analyzed by Wagner
[17]. Wagner obtained a 28 % performance gain by exploiting special bit-level instructions of a network processor.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that software for embedded
systems must be efficient (due to, for example, the limited
availability of energy). For this reason, embedded processors contain a number of features which make them more
efficient than standard processors used, for example, in PCs.
This, in turn, means that advanced machine code generation techniques are needed, which exploit these architectural features of embedded processors.
We have shown that advanced translation techniques exist, which perform the necessary optimizations. Some highlevel techniques are quite complex; they will possibly never
be integrated into compilers. A new area is that of energyaware compilation. The memory hierarchy enables the
largest potential for energy-aware compilation. In order to
exploit this hierarchy, it is no longer sufficient to provide
compilers with a description of the instruction set. They
also need information about the memory hierarchy.
Finally, we have briefly discussed compilation for VLIW
and multimedia instructions sets. The use of such architectures is motivated by their inherent hardware efficiency. Exploiting such architectures does, however, require complex
compilation strategies. These strategies enable significant
performance and energy benefits.
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